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Answer: B

QUESTION: 69
A customer's store network environment currently operates without the availability of a
DHCP or DNS server. The customer wants to upgrade their POS terminal hardware and
create a new gold image for use on the new register hardware. Which three capabilities
provided by the network are available on the new registers? (Choose three.)

A. the ability to access remote hosts by IP address
B. the ability to resolve hostnames over the network
C. the ability to configure network adapter settings automatically
D. the ability to communicate with systems outside of the store's network
E. the ability to share files with other systems on the network using CIFS

Answer: A,D,E

QUESTION: 70
An issue reported by a Retail Store Solutions (RSS) customer may be resolved by the most
current level of BIOS. Which two steps should the customer perform to upgrade to the latest
BIOS? (Choose two.)

A. press [F12] during system POST
B. download the latest BIOS from the RSS support site
C. reload Optimized default settings in the BIOS Setup Utility
D. copy the .BIN file from the latest BIOS diskette to the C:\Windows folder

Answer: B,C

QUESTION: 71
The proposed solution for a global supermarket has a failover procedure that requires the use
of an analog modem. What is required for a successful installation that includes failover
capability?

A. an ISDN line
B. a stable 3G network
C. a working telephone system
D. a stable Internet connection
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Answer: C

QUESTION: 72
Which two functions/features are NOT provided in IBM Remote Management Agent?
(Choose two.)

A. remote control
B. inventory management
C. software distribution
D. active energy manager

Answer: A,D

QUESTION: 73
Who are the two best candidates for documenting store procedures for a new store
solution?(Choose two.)

A. store cashier
B. store manager
C. store trainer
D. store operations

Answer: C,D

QUESTION: 74
Which step should be taken after developing and verifying the gold system?

A. install the latest Windows updates
B. install a third-party testing application
C. customize the gold system for the pilot store
D. determine a method for duplicating the gold environment

Answer: D
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QUESTION: 75
Based on the results of installing the first store system, teams should review the installation
and replication plans to assess both their advantages and shortcomings. The store system
project staff and representatives from store operations, training, and store management
should participate in the review. Which area should also be represented in this review?

A. store cashiers
B. hardware service
C. host site support
D. application programming

Answer: C
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